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PART ONE

SACRED POETRY
I.

TWELVE COSMIC CONCEPTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS (THREE Cs)

Twelve Star Systems ‘seeded’ planet Earth
Through these systems we gained great girth.
Each star system gave a gift
Which allows us to manifest a swift shift.
This gift is known as three sees (Three Cs):
Cosmic Concepts of Consciousness,
And they are always amongst us.

(i) To resonate and apply
UNIVERSAL LAW,
That heals me consciousness,
Allowing we consciousness to apply.

Creating unity and oneness,
Eliminating the distress of
Separation, confrontation and duality,
So they are no longer a reality.
(2) To LEARN TO LOVE,
Is the sacred mission of Mother Earth,
First love of self,
Allows all the rest.
To stop judging, shaming and blaming,
And apply unconditional love,
For the God in me is the same as thee.

To know what we resist; persists.

Through this Love-er-versity
You will end adversity,
And create the next Golden Age,
All before was just a stage.

(3) To ACCEPT WITH COMPASSION,
Thus forgive self,
And see all others, as brothers.

To balance giving and receiving,
As an essential part
In our discovery and recovery.

(4) To SEE THE MEANING, VALUE AND PURPOSE,
OF ALL LIFE.
To see all strife as a chosen way
To know your way.
To awaken your soul plan,
That allows us to stand.
(5) To FILL OUR HEARTS WITH GRATITUDE
For all the fortitude and multitude
Everywhere, for everyone,
That has brought and sought
In our choosing with no losing.

(6) To commit to a PERSONAL PROCESS
Of an in-depth examine of self
To know how self relations
Effects all relations and nations.

To be responsible for our responses,
And reactions,
To know the difference,
Without defiance.

(7) To know our BODY TEMPLE
Is not simple,
Housing our emotional, mental and physical bodies.
To have gratitude for the platitudes
Of these three aspects,
That are awakening the
Concept of Consciousness.

(8) To SURRENDER TO THE UNKNOWN,
Knowing all probabilities and possibilities,
Lie within,
To know the value of the void,
In order to avoid not knowing.
(9) To BE IMPECCABLE,
Authentic and transparent with WORD,
Preparing for telepathy
Where there aptly will be
No deceit, nor denial of the deceit,
Won’t that be neat?
Supporting our soul plan.

(10) To know the Universe
WOULD BE INCOMPLETE
Without each of you, a version.
Knowing being complete,
In self,
Is the source of the universe.

(11) To know WE TEACH WHAT WE NEED TO LEARN,
This way we earn
Our way back to higher realms.
No one knows more than another,
Through your talents and gifts
We all further consciousness.

(12) To know the essential deed
Of creating COMMUNITIES OF EQUALITY, HARMONY AND BALANCE,
Of giving and receiving,
These are the deeds of life.
We are all light workers
To a greater or lesser extent,
It merely depends on your bent.

You have a mission and purpose
In this lifetime.
And if you so choose,
It is time to release the conceal and reveal
The various healing modalities
That are your true realities.

You may partake in those modalities,
Any way you choose,
There is no way to lose.

Some may work with individuals or groups
In certain techniques,
And that remains your mission and purpose,  
Feeling quite complete.

Way showers are light workers  
Who bring their gifts and talents  
Out into the world in a larger way,  
That is their pay.

A way shower shows the way  
For others to move onto their path,  
With no wrath,  
To create communities,  
Of equality, harmony and balance,  
So there is no malice.

You may ask, at last:  
Am I a lighter worker?  
Am I a way shower?  
How can I know?  
Am I both, not to boast.

Some will know this total purpose now,  
Others need time for it to reveal,  
And that’s no crime to let it be real.  
Not to worry,  
It will all be defined and refined  
As you continue your journey,  
For life is a continuous refinery.
OATH OF THE LIGHT WORKER AND WAY SHOWER

You are all on the path of the light worker,
Some may choose to remain where you are,
Others will go further far,
To support self,
And that of another.

If and when you are steady,
And ready to take the oath of both
The light worker and way shower,
The heavens will shower their Light on you,
No matter what you decide to do.
From the Archangelic mission of Michael,  
Through trace channel Jeff Fasano  
 Comes something called,  
THE FIVE AGREEMENTS,  
Blasting into the Earth plane’s vibrato.

For those who so chose,  
These Agreements are leads  
To WORLD SERVICE, indeed.

While they number from one to five,  
We shall start at the bottom,  
To arrive at the top,  
In order to know,  
It’s a bottom to top teaching  
That allows us reaching the top,  
Where we stop at World Service.
RECEIVING LOVE is Agreement number five,
It’s all about being alive,
Allowing self to power our ability
To be who we are,
In order to receive love of self,
To take our love off the shelf,
In order to love others.

When we love self,
We no longer need to look
Outside our self, to love,
Nor hold others responsible
For the love we now choose
To give our self.

We’re now not giving to get,
But balance giving and receiving,
Yet.

When we come from living,
Giving and receiving love,
Our talents and gifts
Come from a place
Of total grace.
We can then be
The person we chose to be,
And create the life we want,
Without any strife or knife.

Agreement number four is
About learning more to
DEVELOP A SENSE OF SELF,
Which is often lost in the strife of life.

This is an agreement
To move into the depth,
Of our heart, to begin the start
To know, love and value,
Self enough,
So we may develop the strength,
And courage to contribute
Our talents and gifts to the world,
In tribute to who we are,
And create the life,
We choose to live,
Forever more.

Agreement three is to focus on
WHAT IS IN YOUR LIFE?
Rather than what we perceive is not.
This can help us all a lot.
For many of us we would rather complain
About what is not, allowing things to stay the same.

Focusing on ‘what is’ creates gratitude,
Which manifests abundance,
And helps create new opportunities,
Creating multitudes.
Through our unique talents and gifts,
Along with qualities of self,
We critique creation.

Focusing on what is not
Is a trap with no way back,
Forcing us to look outside ourselves,
For what we think we lack.

The raw material we say we need to
Create the life we say we want
Has and always will be, within us,
A plenty.

Agreement two, (COMMIT TO A PERSONAL PROCESS), is all about you,
And your willingness to examine,
The me in the we.

For the leading cultural curse in humanity now,
Is that most of our leaders and followers
Are bringing the unhealed me,
Into the we.

What a different world it would be
If the me were eliminated from the we.
Moving our consciousness
From me to we
Requires, of course, moving the me,
Out of the we.

The narcissistic me
Constantly seeks to be validated,
Gratified and celebrated,
At the expense of the we.

The me consciousness traps us,
And wraps us in lack and limitation.
The we consciousness, in contrast,
Provides a path of full lives,
Without any condemnation.

Living life fully requires.
Knowing who you are,
And having a strong sense of self,
So you may serve the world,
Through the whirl of your
Unique talents and gifts.

As we move into we consciousness
We really know and show
We can balance giving and receiving
All along the road in relationships,
That services the highest good of all,
With no failure.
In order to create and maintain and sustain
THE FIVE AGREEMENTS

We consciousness it requires
A perpetual PERSONAL PROCESS,
Dealing with issues,
To help you release old behavior patterns,
That no longer matter,
And keep you locked in lack and limitation,
Of the limiting me.

When we agreed to take
Responsibility for the me
Through a continuous process of the me,
Then we can see, honor and value,
And love our self enough,
To love our divine soul plan,
And serve the world,
With no fanfare.

Now you can see all
Previous agreements have
Lead to thee,
To choose or not,
Agreement number one.
TO COMMIT TO WORLD SERVICE,
In the we.

To use your talents and gifts,
To eliminate all myths,
To raise the level of resonance,
And vibration of ourselves,
And communities,
In order to create,
A new world,
Of equality and harmony,
That the world has never seen...
4.

THE SIX
SACRED MESSAGES

Adapted from The Angel News Network

We have Four Agreements there.
And Five Agreements here,
And now Six Sacred Messages near,
That’s fifteen words of wisdom
Coming through.
Wow, something, someone,
Really wishes to bring teachings,
A new.

It all has to do with
Something called Ascension
Where our planet has chosen
Something new.

To raise her vibration so
She may become a star,
Requiring everything within and upon
Her body to not go far,
But to also choose to bask
In her divine light,
With all our might.

From Jeshua to Jeffrey,
The “Js” are the same,
A fifth dimensional divine message
From and through the two,
To share the Christ Consciousness energy,
So we can reduce our shame and blame.

Jeffrey is the trance channel messenger
That this came through,
And Jeshua is the frequency
Whose intention it is to make things,
A new.

The teacher and the lessons
Are here to support our
Connecting with our divinity,
Allowing the compassionate healing
Of our wounds and defenses,
So we have no need of being defensive,
Ever again.
These six ascended messages
Are given to us,
So we may look into reflection,
And within ourselves,
See a connection of where we are now.
These teachings are to support
Our ascension process,
Moving to a higher plane,
From a transition within,
That prevents us from being the same.

Many billions of us are here
To bring these teachings near,
To create a new world paradigm,
Of no not.

These six submissions
Compound and build upon themselves,
So we may create
A new self, and new world bordering,
On love.

These sacred sparkles
Glitter day and night
Releasing major issues,
For you to gain further insight.

We shall briefly mention each lesson
With a simple explanation,
And for further review,
We ask you to go to
The Angel News Network
For an in-depth study and renew.
(1) WHO ARE YOU?
Fully knowing who you are,
And why you are here,
Are quite essential in the ascension invention.

(2) THE POWER OF ALONENESS
It’s all about being able to be alone
Without being lonely.
Through the loving relationship with self,
You can stand in your divine inner
Power in any hour of the day.
Examine the relationships you are having
In regard to your life’s mission,
Moving to a place of power, now.

This lesson is about bringing,
You to yourself.

(3) RELEASING, DUALITY, ISOLATION AND SEPARATION
Oh, how we love to hold on to these.
Let us now surrender them to a gentle breeze.

How much time is consumed
Opposing what is outside of us,
Rusting in fear.

Are we even using
Our spirituality to further
Separate and isolate.
Thus creating duality.

It is time to release these negatives
To allow positive to flourish,
In the me, moving the we,
Consciousness.

(4) THE POWERFULNESS OF YOU
The time has come to move into
The depth of your heart,
And start to fully,
See and be.
The powerfulness of me,
Can be in this place,
There is no race.

This is a serene power,
A deep knowingness of being
That is ready to see
You no longer have to prove
Who you are,
To be loved,
Just be.

(5) WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
From time to time you become
Sidetracked from your purpose.
These messages bring you back,
And take out the lack,
So you are on course
To where you know you
Need to be.

Are you now being who you are,
Releasing and policing what no longer resonates.
Are you moving through a
Personal process,
To arrest the old you,
And support your highest goal.

(6) ARE YOU READY?
Are you ready to leave the old behind?
And apply what’s surfaced
In the first five messages,
To bury the old,
And birth a new you,
Even if that means stepping
Into the unknown, alone.

Are you ready to be who you are?
Are you ready to be a star?
Are you ready to take whatever
Step it takes to be you.